
L5P TUNING INSTRUCTIONS



Thank you for purchasing Dirty Diesel Customs for yourL5P
Tuning Package.

The entire process may take a couple of hours; please make sure that you have
thoroughly read through the instructions before moving forward.

YOU WILL NEED INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE ENTIRE PROCESS.

YOU MUST COMPLETE THE TUNING PROCESS BEFORE PERFORMING ANY

MODIFICATIONS TO YOUR VEHICLE

BEFORE REMOVING YOUR FACTORY ECM

1. Download AND install the latest VCM Suite Beta
available at www.hptuners.com/downloads

2. Plug your MPVI2 into your laptop and then connect your MPVI2 to the
vehicle’s OBD2 port with the STOCK ECM still installed.

3. Open VCM Scanner on your laptop

4. Select the Vehicle Icon that says “Connect to Vehicle” on the top navigation bar

http://www.hptuners.com/downloads


5. Select the “ Controls & Special Functions” button

6. Select the Systems Tab

7. Click “Replace ECM” To start the function



8. It will again ask you if the stock ECM is installed. Click Yes.

9. ECM Data Read Successfully. Click okay. You may now replace the stock ECM
with your provided unlocked ECM. DO NOT CLOSE THE VCM SCANNER PROGRAM
AND DO NOT DISCONNECT THE MPVI2 FROM YOUR COMPUTER OR FROM THE
VEHICLE. Turn your key to the off position prior to disconnecting your factory ECM.



10. Your ECM is located on the driver-side of the vehicle next to your battery. There
are three ECM harnesses that will need to be disconnected. There is also a 10 mm bolt
that secures the ECM to the tray that it is held in. That 10 mm bolt will need to be
removed. Once you have swapped the ECM you can proceed to step 11.

11. On VCM Scanner reconnect to the Vehicle

12. Select the “ Controls & Special Functions”



13. Select the “Systems” Tab

14. Click “Replace ECM” To start the function.

15. It will again ask you if the stock ECM is installed. This time select “NO”



16. It will ask you if you have installed the new/replacement ECM; select Yes.

17. The ECM Replacement is now Complete.

18. If you have an Unlocked TCM and have not already installed it now is a good time
to do so. There is no commanded swap process, so find the TCM located near the ECM
on the Fan shroud and swap in your unlocked TCM. This TCM has no data so will
require a driving relearn process. DO NOT tow or drive the vehicle erratically before



doing the TCM relearn process. The complete TCM relearn process can be found in
the last step of these instructions.

READING AND PROGRAMMING YOUR L5P

Your L5P Modified ECM has been shipped with just ECM segments present on it. Once
it has been installed you will not be able to start the truck until you complete the
following steps:

1. Plug your MPVI2 into your laptop, open VCM Editor, and then plug your MPVI2
into your vehicle’s OBD2 port.

2. Turn the Key to the run position

3. Select the read-option on the top navigation bar of the VCM Editor

4. Click “Gather Info”



5. Click Read



6. If you have a modified ECM and modified TCM ensure that the option for “read
entire” is present for each module. If you only have a modified ECM please be sure to
select “Do Not Read” in the T87A Section.

6. Click Read



7. Save the Read file to your computer in a location that you can easily access.

8. You now need to email that tune to our tuning department
(tuning@dirtydieselcustoms.com). YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR VIN NUMBER AND
ORDER NUMBER IN THE EMAIL. Once we receive it we will modify the tune and
send it back to you. The turnaround time is typically one to two business days.

9. When you receive the modified file back from us, it will now be ready to flash
onto the truck.

PROGRAMMING YOUR MODIFIED TUNE FILE INTO YOUR VEHICLE

1. Download and save the Modified tune file(s) that we have sent to you via email.

2. Open the modified tune file that we have sent to you using VCM Editor. If you
have not done an immobilizer relearn please be sure to select the VATS OFF tune that
we have sent you. Your remote start will not operate until you have the immobilizer
relearn completed.

3. Once the file is open click on the write option on the top navigation bar



4. Make sure to select “Write entire” for whichever module you are programming or
both if you are programming them both at the same time.

5. Select Write and the programming will begin.



6. Once the VCM Editor says Write Complete you can disconnect your MPVI2
from the vehicle and start the vehicle.

7. Once you complete the write/ programming process you should be able to
complete an Immobilizer Relearn Procedure and Crank Position Sensor Relearn
Procedure.

CRANK POSITION RELEARN PROCEDURE ON HP TUNERS

**YOUR VEHICLE MUST BE UP TO FULL OPERATING TEMPERATURE TO DO
THIS PROCEDURE**

1. Plug your MPVI2 into your laptop, connect the MPVI2 to your OBD2 Port, and
turn your truck on.

2. Open VCM Scanner

3. Select the “Connect to Vehicle” option.



4. Select the “Controls and Special Functions” option

5. Select the Special Functions Tab



6. Select Crank Relearn

7. Follow the on-screen instructions from that point forward.

TCM RELEARN PROCESS

After you have installed your ECM & TCM and determined the vehicle is operational you
will need to do a TCM Relearn.

The entire learning process will take a few hundred miles, however, you need to do
a basic driving learn first.

DO NOT tow or drive the truck hard until this initial process is complete.

Find a safe location where you can get your vehicle up to 60-65 mph and back to a
stop.

1. Run through all the gears from 1st to 6th gear at 25% throttle. Then let the
truck downshift through all gears as you slow down and come to a stop.

2. Run the truck from 1st to 6th gear at 50% throttle, again let it downshift through
all the gears and come to a stop.

3. Run the truck from 1st to 6th gear at 75% throttle, again let it downshift through
all the gears and come to a stop.



4. Run the truck from 1st to 6th gear at 100% throttle, again let it downshift
through all the gears and come to a stop.

5. You have now completed a basic trans relearn and are okay to drive. You may
do this process multiple times if you feel the shifting is still too erratic for normal
driving. A complete learn will usually take anywhere from 100 to 300 miles of
different driving styles.


